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The teaching observations and student evaluations
indicate that Dr. Luke Dahn is a very engaging
teacher, who is also very generous in helping students
to progress. Across the presentation formats, the
course content that he delivers, as well as the learning
materials that he produces for the students are very
clear and very well organized. Furthermore, the
student evaluations clearly show that the switch in the
learning modalities between the regular teaching and
IVC (online) format of teaching (due to COVID-19)
went impressively smooth, and that the students
remain very satisfied with the open and constructive
learning environment that Dr. Dahn creates.
Dr. Dahn also is a very prolific composer. Besides the
recent world premieres of a number of his latest
works, Dr. Dahn’s compositional works in progress
include several commissions for new works. He is also
very involved in his comprehensive Bach chorale
research, and maintains an extensive and unique
online resource on this project. Dr. Dahn is also active
in Service, e.g. as Board of Directors in a very well
known Composer’s Association.

The committee recommends an Excellent rating for all
applicable areas of evaluation, and therefore
recommends reappointment. 
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